Abstract. Duration Calculus (DC) is a real-time logic with measurement of duration of propositions in observation intervals. It is a highly expressive logic with continuous time behaviours (also called signals) as its models. Validity checking of DC is undecidable. We propose a method for validity checking of Duration Calculus by reduction to a sampled time version of this logic called well sampled Interval Duration Logic (WSIDL). This reduction relies on representing a continuous time behaviour by a well-sampled behaviour with 1-oversampling. We provide weak and strong reductions (abstractions) of logic DC to logic WSIDL which respectively preserve the validity and the counter examples. By combining these reductions with previous work on deciding IDL, we implement a tool for validity checking of Duration Calculus. This provides a partial but practical method for validity checking of Duration Calculus. We present some preliminary experimental results to measure the success of this approach.
Introduction
Timed behaviours capture how the system state evolves with time. Temporal logics specify properties of such behaviours. Real-time logics deal with quantitative timing properties of timed behaviours.
Timed logics can make use of various notions of time: continuous, sampled (with precise clocks) or discrete. Continuous time, where observable propositions are boolean functions of real-valued time (also called signals), corresponds most naturally to our intuitive notion of timed behaviour. Discrete time, where the set of time points is natural numbered can be appropriate when describing clocked systems such as synchronous circuits. There are other intermediate notions such as timed words [1] which take a sampled view of timed behaviour. The behaviour is given as a sequence of states where each state has a real-valued time stamp.
Real-time logics can be interpreted over these various notions of time and their properties such as expressiveness and decidability also vary accordingly. For example, the well known Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) has been shown to be undecidable for continuous time where as it is decidable for sampled time (for finite behaviours) [11] . Unfortunately, using notions such as sampled time can also lead to counter-intuitive behaviour. For example, the Duration Calculus formula ℓ = 3 ∧ ⌈⌈P ⌉ states that P holds invariantly for 3 time units. (This can be written in MTL as 2 =3 P ). The DC formula (ℓ = 1 ∧ ⌈⌈P ⌉) ⌢ (ℓ = 2 ∧ ⌈⌈P ⌉) states that P holds invariantly for 1 time unit and this followed by P holding invariantly for 2 more time units. (This can be written in MTL as 2 =1 (P ∧ (2 =2 P ))). Although intuitively the two properties are the same, unfortunately the two formulae are not equivalent in sampled view of time as intermediate sampling point at time 1 may not be available. With this in mind, Rabinovich and Hirschfeld [8] have argued that continuous time logics should be preferred for real-time requirements. On the other hand, sampled time logics are closer to automata theoretic models and they may have better decidability properties.
In this paper, we consider the abstraction of continuous time properties by sampled time properties while preserving validity or counter-examples. Further abstraction of sampled time properties by discrete time properties has already been considered in literature using notions such as digitization [7, 10, 3] .
We cast our work in context of Duration Calculus [16] which was one of the first real-logics in computer science to make use of continuous time (or signals). It is an interval temporal logic incorporating the measurement of accumulated duration for which a proposition holds in a time interval. Duration Calculus constitutes a convenient and highly expressive notation for real-time requirements. But this has also made its validity undecidable in general and hard to check in practice. Availability of effective automatic validity and model checking tools for the continuous time Duration Calculus has been a long standing quest. We provide a partial solution to this problem.
There have been many past attempts at deciding Duration Calculus (DC). A discrete time version of DC called QDDC was shown to be decidable using finite automata theoretic decision procedure [12] . A validity and model checking tool called DCVALID has been built for this logic [13] . Pandya proposed a sampled time version of DC, called Interval Duration Logic (IDL). It was argued that this logic, although undecidable in general, is more amenable to automatic validity checking. Amongst the (partial) approaches which are available for validity checking of IDL are bounded validity checking using SMT solvers [15] and abstraction to discrete duration calculus using digitization [3, 15] . Both approaches seem effective on many examples of interest. For continuous time Duration Calculus, various decidable subsets have been considered [4, 2, 17] . But these have not found way into credible tools.
In this paper, we propose a generic version of Duration Calculus GDC[M ] whose behaviours are continuous time (signals) but the behaviour is parametrized by a set of admissible time intervals M . By appropriately choosing M , we show that we can define as GDC[M ] most variants of DC including IDL, DDC as well as a version of continuous DC without point intervals called PLDC, and a special case of IDL called Well Sampled IDL with 1-Oversampling (WSIDL). The behaviours of WSIDL are obtained by sampling continuous time behaviours at all change points, all integer valued points and they are oversampled by adding one more point between two consecutive aforementioned points. Logic WSIDL will play a special role in our work here.
As our main result, we show that we can give reductions (abstractions) α + and α − from PLDC to WSIDL which respectively preserve validity and counterexamples. Moreover, we show that logics PLDC and DC have the same expressive power and that there are effective translations between them. Thus, we can analyse continuous time DC properties by reduction to the sampled time logic WSIDL. The digitization and bounded validity checking approaches to deciding original IDL easily extend to its variant WSIDL. Using these, we have constructed a tool which reduces continuous DC formulae to DDC formulae preserving validity/counter examples. The discrete time validity checking tool DCVALID can analyse the resulting formulae. This provides a partial but practical approach for automatically checking the validity of continuous time Duration Calculus formulae. To our knowledge this constitutes amongst the first tools for validity checking a continuous time real-time logic. We give some preliminary experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. The results indicate that interesting examples from the Duration Calculus literature can be automatically verified.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the logic GDC[M ] and various Duration Calculi as its instances. The reductions from pointless DC (PLDC) to WSIDL is given in Section 3. Section 4 establishes the equivalence of full DC and pointless DC. Section 5 gives a brief overview of past work on reducing (Well-sampled) IDL to Discrete Duration Calculus. Combining all these steps, a partial method for validity checking continuous time DC is formulated in Section 6. Section 7 describes the experimental results obtained by applying the proposed method to some problems of interest.
A Variety of Duration Calculi
Duration Calculus is a real-time logic which was originally defined for continuous time finitely variable behaviours [16] . Variants of DC having other forms of time (sampled time, discrete time etc) have also been investigated [14, 13] .
In this section, we formulate a generic duration calculus GDC whose behaviours are parametrized by a set of admissible observation intervals I. This allows us to give a uniform treatment of a variety of duration calculi which can all be obtained by suitably choosing I.
Let (ℜ 0 , <) be the set of non-negative real-numbers with usual order. Let P var be the set of observable propositions. A behaviour θ ∈ P var → ℜ 0 → {0, 1}. A behaviour θ is finitely variable if any proposition changes value only finitely often within any finite time interval. A finitely variable behaviour is called right continuous if the value of a proposition P at any time point is same as the value in its small right neighborhood. We omit this obvious definition. We shall restrict ourselves to finitely variable and right continuous behaviours, and denote the set of all such behaviours by BEH. Syntax of GDC Let P range over P rop, c over natural numbers, mt over measurement terms and and D over GDC formulae. Let ⊤ denote the formula "true". GDC is given by the abstract syntax:
Semantics For a given behaviour θ, the semantics of formulae is parametrized by a set I of admissible intervals, where I ⊆ RIN T V . Let the pair (I, θ) be called a segmented behaviour or s-behaviour. Let M be a specified set of s-behaviours. We parametrize the semantics of logic GDC by M and denote this by
Omitting the usual boolean cases, this is inductively defined below. For a proposition P and a time point t ∈ ℜ 0 , let θ, t |= P denote that the proposition P has value 1 at time point t in behaviour θ. We omit this straightforward definition. Moreover, in the original DC, the atomic formulae of the form ⌈P ⌉ 0 are disallowed although a more restricted atomic formula ⌈ ⌉ which holds for all point intervals is allowed. Thus, DC ⊂ GDC. It is given by the abstract syntax:
Duration Calculi
Example 1.
[Gasburner] Consider the following safety conditions for a gas burner
. Then the property to be verified is Des1 ∧ Des2 ⇒ Concl. The parameters maxleak, minsep, winlen and leakbound can be assigned different values.
Pointless Duration Calculus (PLDC) This is a variant of DC without point intervals. Let EXT IN T V
) the set of admissible intervals I is fixed as EXT IN T V , the set of all non-point intervals. We abbreviate
Interval Duration Logic (IDL) This logic was proposed by Pandya [14] as a variant of DC with sampled time. It was argued that IDL is more amenable to validity checking. While validity of IDL is also undecidable in general, several effective techniques and tools have been developed as partial methods for validity checking of IDL. These include Bounded Model Checking [15] as well as reduction to the decidable Discrete-time Duration Calculus using digitization [3, 15] .
Given a behaviour θ, let C(θ) be the set of time points where the behaviour changes state (including the initial point 0). Let S(θ) be such that C(θ) ⊆ S(θ) where S is a countably infinite set of sampling points which is time-divergent.
The syntax of IDL is same as the syntax of GDC. We
It should be noted that the original IDL [14] was formulated using timed state sequences as models. Here, we reformulate this as continuous behaviour with admissible intervals spanning sampling points. It can be shown that the two formulations are equivalent.
Well Sampled Interval Duration Logic (WSIDL) This is a special case of IDL where continuous time behaviour is sampled at every change point and at every integer valued point. Moreover the behaviour is also 1-oversampled by including the midpoint between every consecutive pair of above sampling points.
Formally, define C(θ) as a set of time points where the behaviour changes state in θ and let ℵ be the set of non-negative interger valued points. Now define
is called the set of well-sampling points with 1-oversampling. Here, 1-sampling refers to the fact that we add one additional point between every pair of consecutive elements of
Consider a DC behaviour θ over an interval [1, 5] as follows: The points marked M id are the newly added points which lie in between either 2 change points or a change point and an integer point. The change points are marked with C, and integer points with I. Define 1OSIntv(θ) = IN T V (W S(θ)), the set of intervals spanning elements
The syntax of WSIDL is same as the syntax of GDC. Note that the set W S(θ) is uniquely defined by θ. Hence, in a W SIDL model I, θ, [b, e] the set of intervals I is uniquely defined by θ as I = 1OSIntv(θ). Because of this, we shall abbreviate
It states that any non-point interval can be chopped into two non-point intervals. |= dc Ax3. However, |= ws Ax3.
Discrete Duration Calculus (DDC) This is a special case of IDL where the formulae are interpreted only over the behaviours where C(θ) ⊆ ℵ, i.e. the behaviours where state changes occur only at integer valued points. Moreover, the set of sampling points are precisely the set of non-negative integers, i.e. S(θ) = ℵ. Let M dd be the subset of s-behaviours of M ws satisfying the above condition. Then,
The prefix validity of DDC is decidable and the logic admits a finite-automata theoretic decision procedure [12] . Based on this, a tool DCVALID has been constructed for validity and model checking of DDC formulae [13, 9] .
Then, is Ax5 is satisfiable in WSIDL but not in DDC.
PLDC to WSIDL
In this section, we investigate validity/counterexample preserving reduction (abstraction) from the pointless fragment of DC, i.e. PLDC to the sampled time logic with 1-oversampling, WSIDL. This involves reduction of both the models and the formulae.
Sampling Approximation of DC Models

Consider a PLDC model (EXT IN T V, θ, [b, e]). The s-behaviour (EXT IN T V, θ)
can be represented by a WSIDL s-behaviour (1OSIntv(θ), θ) as explained earlier (see Figure 1 ).
where b m is the midpoint of the smallest number larger than b in S ′ and the largest number smaller than b in S ′ .
Then, f approximates every time point in θ to a sampling point in W S(θ). In Figure 1 , f (2.3) = f (2.88) = 2.45.
Proposition 1.
We list some elementary properties of the onto map f .
-f is weakly order preserving, i.e. b ≤ e ⇒ f (b) ≤ f (e). However, it is not strictly order preserving, i.e. b < e does not ensure that f (b) < f (e). . This is the main reason why we work with pointless logic P LDC so that there is no confusion between point and non-point intervals.
Proposition 2. The effect of sampling on measurements is as follows.
Proof. We prove the first part. The proof of the second part is analogous. Let l = e − b and
There will be less than ±1 error in the length.
⊓ ⊔
Approximating PLDC formulae in WSIDL
We define a strong transformation α + : DC → W SIDL and a weak transformation α − : DC → W SIDL as follows.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the formula D. We give some of the cases. The complete proof may be found in the full paper.
We prove only part (1).
Optimality of 1-Oversampling We now show that as far as preserving validity/counter examples of PLDC formulae is concerned, increasing the oversampling from 1 mid-point to say n intermediate points does not help in making approximations α + and α − more precise. However, later in the paper we consider a scaling of both model and formulae which can improve the precision of the abstractions α + , α − . We consider here a case with n sampling points, where n is a natural number, greater than 0. In this general case, f (b) is the oversampling point closest to b. Consider a PLDC behaviour with change points at 2, 2.2, 4. Let s 0 , s 1 and s 2 be the behaviours at these points. Thus, we will have (0, s 0 ), (1, s 0 ), (2, s 1 ), (2.2, s 2 ), (3, s 2 ), (4, s 3 ). If we decide to have n sample points in between, then we will have the points n . Hence, for the given interval θ, [b, e] |= pl ℓ < 1 whereas θ, [f (b), f (e)] |= ws ℓ > 1. This shows that the closest approximation of ℓ < 1 to logic W SIDL which preserves models is α − (ℓ < 1) = ℓ < 1 + 1. This holds for all possible n-samplings with n > 0.
DC to PLDC
Theorem 1 allows us to abstract PLDC formulae to WSIDL formulae. We could not directly work out such a theorem from DC to WSIDL as the sampling abstraction f cannot distinguish between point and non-point intervals. Example 2 shows that there are significant differences between the two logics PLDC and DC. We now show that DC and P LDC have the same expressive power (modulo point intervals). We give the translations δ : DC → P LDC and β : P LDC → DC and show that they preserve models.
While logic DC has point intervals, the following proposition shows that DC cannot say anything meaningful about the states at these points. It can be proved by induction on the structure of D.
We first define whether a formula D is satisfiable by a point interval and denote this by P ointsat(D).
Definition 2. P ointsat : DC → {t, f } is inductively defined as follows.
P ointsat(⊤) = t, P ointsat(⌈⌈P ⌉) = f P ointsat(ℓ > c) = f, P ointsat(ℓ ≥ c) = t iff c = 0. P ointsat(ℓ ≤ c) = t, P ointsat(ℓ < c) = t iff c > 0. P ointsat( P > c) = f, P ointsat( P ≥ c) = t iff c = 0. P ointsat( P ≤ c) = t, P ointsat( P < c) = t iff c > 0
Using the above we can embed DC in P LDC as follows.
Definition 3. Let δ : DC → P LDC be inductively defined as follows.
Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of D. We prove only the case of chop here, the whole proof can be found in the full paper. 
Derived Modalities Applying the translation δ to derived modality we get:
The reverse translation β of PLDC into DC is given in Appendix C.
WSIDL to DDC
Validity of sampled time logics WSIDL as well as IDL are undecidable [14] whereas validity of discrete time logic DDC is decidable [12] . As a partial technique, Chakravorty and Pandya [3, 15] have proposed strong and weak translations ST and W T from logic IDL to logic DDC which respectively preserve the validity and counter examples. These reductions make use of the digitization technique [7, 10] . By a small variant of this technique, we can also propose similar reductions from WSIDL to DDC. We omit the details and refer the reader to the original paper [3] for details.
Experimental Results
We have implemented the weak and strong transformations of PLDC formulae into DDC (by integrating the two step process P LDC → W SIDL → DDC) into tools dc2qddcStrong and dc2qddcW eak respectively. These tools take as input a PLDC formula and outputs the corresponding strong(weak) DDC formulae respectively. The tool DCVALID is then used to check validity of these formulae.
Parameters dc2qddc DCVALID Parameters dc2qddc DCVALID dc2qddc DCVALID Strong (hh:mm:ss) Strong (hh:mm:ss) Weak (hh:mm:ss) Gas Burner: Valid Cases Gas Burner: Cases with counter examples (4,8,30,18) .3s 02.91s (2, 4, 99, 6) .3s 1.25s .3s 1m 22s (20,40,120,50) .3s 2m 28.43s (3, 3, 150, 36) .3s 18m 37s .3s 19m 31.53s (1,4,20,12) .3s 1.50s (20, 40, 200, 75) .3s 33m 29.54s .3s 6m 27.55s (1,4,60,32) .3s 14.95s (2, 4, 500, 15) .3s 2h 5m 3.75s .3s 2h 4m 8.91s (2,4,100,53) .3s 1m 1.62s (5, 5, 350, 25) .3s 2h 13m 53s .3s 2h 14m 12s (2,4,300,250) .3s 20m 39.22s (7, 3, 175, 27) .3s 33m 37.47s .3s 32m 57s
We now consider some DC examples and their translations into PLDC, WSIDL.
Consider the formulae AX2 of Example Let
). Now if we consider AX1 of Example 2, we obtain ¬P ointsat(AX1) and hence δ(AX1) = f alse. This confirms the known result that dc AX1.
For cases 1 and 2 above, our tool dc2qddcStrong was used to obtain α(δ(D)) as output for input δ(D). α(δ(D)) was then verified using tool DCVALID obtaining validity (for Ax 1 , AX2). The total time taken time was 00.05s (translation from PLDC to WSIDL using dc2qddcStrong followed by DCVALID).
We have included in Appendix D, the benchmark example of Gas Burner in DC (Example 1), its translation into PLDC as well as the final translation into DDC using Strong and Weak transformations. We have also used the Modal Strength Reduction technique [9] to optimize the performance of DCVALID. The above table gives us some of the valid as well as invalid scenarios of Gas Burner. The time taken by the dc2qddcStrong (dc2qddcW eak) (in seconds) followed by that of DCVALID to validity check are included. The values of constants mentioned are in order (maxleak, minsep, winlen, leakbound). The experiments were run on a 1GHz i686 PC with 1GB RAM running RedHat Linux 9.0. A dont know case (2,6,15,7), was encountered, wherein counterexamples were generated for the strong transformation and validity was obtained for the weak transformation. Using Theorem 4, and scaling the values of constants by 2, we obtained (4, 12, 30, 14) , for which a valid strong transformation confirmed the validity.
A Digitization of IDL to ZIDL
In this section, we briefly summarize a technique described in [3] for converting logic IDL into logic ZIDL.
For Π ⊆ T SS R , let Z(Π) denote the set of integer valued traces of Π. For any behaviour Θ ∈ T SS R , the ǫ−degitization [Θ] ǫ of Θ, ǫ ∈ [0, 1] is obtained by approximating valuations of Θ to the nearest integer point depending on ǫ. For a set Π of behaviours, let Z(Π) denote the integer time fragment of Π and [Π] denote the digitized approximations of behaviours in Π. Π is said to be closed
The key requirement for reducing dense-time validity to discrete-time validity is that properties should be closed under inverse digitization CID. The CID property is not closed under operators ⌢ , ¬, ∨. Hence a stronger notion of CID is considered: For IDL formulae with measurements, the following holds: Lemma 2. CD(l ≥ c) and CD(l ≤ c). Also, SCID(l > c) and SCID(l < c). CID( P opc), op ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥}.
However, not all IDL formulae are SCID. Strengthening and weakening conditions, ST and WT are defined of IDL formulae, to obtain SCID formulae. 
B DC to ZIDL
To validity check DC, we need to show that the IDL obtained (after Strong transformation) is valid. The obtained IDL formulae is transformed to ZIDL using the Strong transformation as defined in [3] . Similarly, to prove that DC is invalid, we need to show that the obtained IDL (after Weak transformation) is invalid. This can be shown by showing the Weak ZIDL transformation of it is invalid. To validity check DC, we actually need to do the Strong-Strong transformations and the Weak-Weak transformations. 
DC to ZIDL -Strong Transformation
ST will simply ditribute over operators like ⌢ and ∧.
DC to ZIDL -Weak Transformation
This is the composite DC to IDL Weak and IDL to ZIDL Weak transformation. If found invalid, the original DC is invalid. We here give the weak transformation for the atomic formulae in the following table :
DC f ormulae D W eak ZIDL f ormulae W eak ZIDL f ormulae even no. of negations odd no. of negations
WT will simply distribute over operators like ⌢ and ∧. We see that in the DC to ZIDL transformation, the total error in measurement formulae is ±2. We believe that this is the best approximation one can obtain no matter how well one samples the DC. Even with the finest sampling, we can obtain a DC interval which when transformed to WSIDL will show length error of < 1 and when this WSIDL is transformed to ZIDL, there is again an error of < 1 and the total error is > 1.
To see this, consider the Optimality of 1-Oversampling given in Section 3. We started out with a DC behaviour changing at points 2, 2.2 and 4. From the DC interval
we obtained the corresponding WSIDL interval
Now if we go to ZIDL choosing ǫ ∈ (
], the above WSIDL interval will become [1, 3] Thus, clearly, the diffrence in lengths between the DC and ZIDL intervals is 2 − (1 − 0.3
C PLDC to DC Definition 6. Let β : P LDC → DC be defined inductively as follows.
Proof Method By induction on the structure of D ∈ P LDC. ⊓ ⊔
D The Gas Burner Translation
The sample DC file of GasBurner and its corresponding QDDC file generated using dc2qddcStrong:
Sample DC file : GasBurner 
define pldccond as (tlen <= winlen => tdur Leak <= leakbound) ; define pldcconcl as
infer pldcdes1 && pldcdes2 => pldcconcl.
The Strong translation of the above into DDC using dc2qddcStrong: -------------------------------------------- 
